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*****                                                                                                                                          Updated on Feb 4, 2022 

Hello friends,   

 

Kibo Slopes Safaris has planned another special photo safari for 2022.  

For those of you interested in observing and photographing Kenya’s vast array of wildlife, our next safari is planned to revisit the 

Samburu Game Reserve and the Maasai Mara. This itinerary will provide you with a number of superb experiences. Safaris such as 

this are geared toward individuals who want to observe wildlife behavior and for those interested in photography and recording their 

experience. If you enjoy observing wildlife behavior and experiencing nature at its best, you will be thrilled at what this safari has to 

offer.  

  

We have enjoyed an eighteen-year relationship with Kibo Slopes Safaris (http://kiboslopessafaris.com/). Located in Kenya, they 

have always provided us with superior service, competitive pricing and terrific safaris throughout the time that we have known  

them. The two parks on this itinerary, Samburu and the Maasai Mara, are the favored areas to visit as they provide tremendous 

sighting opportunities, varied wildlife species and beautiful vistas.   

 

Samburu is located to the north of Nairobi. It offers encounters with herds of African elephant and the opportunity to observe their 

unique  family structure, interaction and behavior. In addition to that, you will also have the chance to see species specific only to this 

region is Africa, gerenuk, Beisa Oryx, Grevy’s zebra, Dik Dik and other species. Gerenuk is the only species of antelope in the world 

which eats while standing on its hind legs. It will also be possible to find lions and leopards, but the highlight is the Elephant.   

 

In the Maasai Mara, south of Nairobi, you will be in what many call the “Candy Store of Africa”. The Mara is known for its big cats 

and, of course, for the wildebeest migration. This area was highlighted on the 10-year run of BBC’s “Big Cat Diary”, Disney’s 

“African Cats”, Nat Geo’s “Safari Live” and other wildlife programs on Discovery, Nat Geo and the Animal Planet Networks. At the 

Mara, you may see lions, cheetah, leopards, hippo, rhino, elephant, impala, gazelle, giraffe, as well as a vast array of bird species. This 

safari is planned during the migration period. With luck, we will witness herds of wildebeest populating the park and possibly crossing 

the Mara River. Seeing thousands of wildebeest spotting the landscape is quite impressive.    

 

We would like to invite you to take a look at our itinerary and consider taking this trip with us.  

So, please excuse the length of this letter, as there are a number of items to cover in order to assist you in making your decision.  

 

This invitation is sent now to help you plan for your safari as well as for Kibo Slopes Safaris to begin the process in marketing the 

itinerary and blocking the accommodations. Before you know it, we will be making final arrangements for our trip to Kenya. So, 

please review the following pages. In addition to the itinerary, there are some important items that you will want to consider so that 

you can determine if this safari is something that interests you.  

We welcome you to join us. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

http://kiboslopessafaris.com/
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To begin 

  

Trips such as this are usually set up for photographers, videographers or for those who like to patiently observe animal behavior.  

On our trips, you do not need to be a photographer to participate. However, I feel that it is best to be up front and say that there may  

be some of us who enjoy photography and are extremely patient. The idea behind the trip is to assure that you are provided with   

perfect opportunities to observe (or photograph and record) the wildlife that you encounter. In fact, on many occasions, even   

photographers may stop and observe behavior as we are sometimes provided a lot of time with the species. The trip is set up as a photo 

safari, not as a workshop. There is a slight difference.       

 

On this trip, having a number of vehicles for the group, which all communicate by radio, improves our chances of finding interesting 

activities. In addition, we keep the idea of participant “space” in mind by only allowing 3 riders per vehicle. Just as important, we will 

only visit two parks and stay in one facility per park. This allows us time to focus on being in the field, the very reason why you 

wanted to go on safari. The parks that we visit are two that provide a tremendous array of species to observe.    

 

Compared to our safari, other outfitters may fill their vehicles with up to 8 participants. Further to that, they run from sighting to 

sighting and location to location, visiting 7 to 8 camps in a two-week period without giving their clients a chance to observe behavior 

or enjoy the surroundings. This involves a lot of riding and wasted time as it provides participants no time to stop and enjoy the areas 

they visit. To us, this is no way for photographers, videographers, or anyone else to do a safari.  

 

We plan to depart the US on Aug 25, 2022 and will arrive at Nairobi the following evening. Our guides will pick us up and transfer us  

to a local hotel for a needed night’s rest. On the morning after arrival, we will drive to Samburu. As the drive takes approximately 5 

hours, we will stop a few times to stretch our legs. We plan to stop on the Equator and take time to explore the local curio shops.  

It is an interesting drive, passing towns along the way. Upon arrival at the park, we will check in, have a quick lunch and then conduct 

an afternoon game drive. The first drive usually provides your first encounters with the wildlife; a herd of elephant or giraffe. At this 

point, jet lag is no longer an issue. However, if rest is needed, feel free to sit out a drive and enjoy the camp or the area.     

 

On our “standard” days (non-travel days), we schedule 2 game drives per day. We will start our morning drives at 6:00 to enjoy the 

sunrise and then begin our search for wildlife. We will stop for a box breakfast around 10:00 and then continue on to around noon.  

We then return to camp for lunch and a short period to relax and recharge.  

Our afternoon drives begin around 2:30 and continue until sunset as we are tasked to be back at the camp soon afterward. 

 

On the day we travel from park to park, we still try to conduct two game drives and usually get them in. Logistically, on our last day in 

Samburu, the plan is to fly to the Maasai Mara where we will spend seven nights at one location (a Permanent Tented Camp) in the 

park. This gives us an opportunity to settle in a central location and visit many areas in pursuit of wildlife encounters.   

 

On the final afternoon at each park, we will hand most of our baggage to our guides who then depart for an overnight journey to our 

next destination. We will then conduct PM game drives with the Camp or local guides. As we plan to fly from park to park, and from 

the park back to Nairobi, our guides will rejoin us when our flights arrive at the next destination.     

 

On our final day (Sep 7), we will check out of the camp and then conduct our final game drive with the Camp guides while enroute to 

the air strip for a late morning flight back to Nairobi. Our Kibo guides will meet us at the domestic airport (Wilson Airport) and 

transfer us to a hotel where we have use of a day room. There, you can repack your bags, refresh and have a small dinner (not 

included) and then depart for the airport (transfer included) for the flight home. Departure is usually late that evening so you can 

connect on your flight and be back home the following day (Sep 8).    
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What is included  

 

On the land package, virtually everything!  

As you can see by the itinerary, our Outfitter, Kibo Slopes Safaris, will take care of us from the time that we arrive in Nairobi to the 

time that they drop us off for our departing flight home.  

All accommodations, transfers, meals (except for the evening on arrival or departure in Nairobi), guides, vehicles, park fees, domestic 

flights, etc., are covered.  

Beans for beanbags (for photographers & videographers) and up to 4 liters of drinking water (per person / per day) are included. 

Air Ambulance services are included (if needed) and covered. 

Additional items can be arranged, but at an additional cost  

 

Items not included                                                                                                                                  

 

Your international air fare to Nairobi (will be reviewed as we plan the trip)   

Laundry and drinks (hard and soft) at lunch and dinner  

Telephone use and tips  

Optional activities (Hot Air Balloon Ride (+/- $525.00 p/p) or visit a local Maasai village (+/- $50.00 p/p) (Based on 2021 prices.)  

Additional Domestic baggage fees … Fees amount to approximately $100.00 p/p allowing additional weight on domestic flights 

which normally limit us to 15kgs each. We will review this as we get close.   

There will be a nominal fee (approximately $100.00 p/p) to cover use of a vehicle if we cannot manage to acquire three persons 

per Landcruiser. We would rather assure space for all, rather than adding a fourth rider into a vehicle or two. This issue is known well 

in advance, so please keep it in mind. We really prefer not to have more than 3 participants in one vehicle unless it is requested.  

Kenyan Visa  

Vaccinations 

Special Permit … +/- $300.00 per person (to be discussed at length later on).  

 

 Tips  

 

I recommend a minimum tip of $550.00 to $600.00 per person for the guides. Their efforts should be well rewarded. They work long 

and hard over the two weeks on your behalf. Tips for third party guides average $20.00 per person per drive.   

You may also want to tip hotel or camp staff for providing services (carrying your bags, caring for your tent, lunch and dinner service, 

etc.). Figure an average of $25.00 to $30.00 per day (depending) on tips for camp staff, servers, room attendants, etc.    

If you carry credit cards and approximately $800.00 in cash, you will be fine and probably come home with money in your pocket; 

unless you purchase a good amount of the local “artwork” to take home (which is known to happen). All tip amounts are up to you.   

 

Credit Card use 

 

All of the facilities accept credit cards as well as US Dollars. There is no need to exchange money for Kenyan Shillings.      
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Getting there ... and home 

 

There are a number of options available for those of us originating in the US. Kenya Airways flies (as of this writing) from New 

York’s JFK Airport direct to Nairobi. We have flown carriers that provide options via Europe. We’ve used KLM Royal Dutch Airlines 

via Amsterdam, British Airways via London and Lufthansa via Frankfurt. All options provide very good service into Kenya. Based 

upon using these Airlines, you could fly from the US (or other points via the Airline hub with a connection to Nairobi’s Jomo 

Kenyatta International Airport. KLM has a joint venture with Delta Air Lines, British Airways’ partner in the US is American Airlines 

and United Air Lines links with Lufthansa via Frankfurt. All carriers can provide service from many US points of origin. When using 

these alliances, you can check your baggage through from origin to destination. The same recommendation holds for those participants 

who wish to join us from other points of departure in Europe, The Middle or Far East, or India. There are other options available as 

well. So, if your plans include a carrier operating via another hub, or if you plan extended stays in Europe, which is fine, but please 

plan to arrive in Nairobi on the same evening as the group. Qatar and Emirates also offer connections via the Mid-East.  

 

Please plan your flights to coincide with this itinerary. Plan on arriving in Nairobi on the evening of Aug 26, 2022 and 

departing Nairobi on the night of Sep 7, 2022. If you plan to arrive earlier, or stay longer, just let us know.       

 

Documents   

 

For US Citizens, you will need a valid Passport and Visa. At this time, Visa costs are $51.00 and should be arranged within weeks of 

your departure date as the validity is for three months. To apply for a Visa, visit the link, https://account.ecitizen.go.ke/register and 

follow the instructions for requesting a “Single Entry Visa” for visiting Kenya as a tourist. In addition, please be aware that if you 

fly to Nairobi via another African Country, a Yellow Fever Immunization Certificate is required.  

For those joining us from another Country, please check with the Kenyan Consulate for requirements.  

     

Safety 

 

Nairobi is generally a safe city. It is currently thought that Kenya is one of the safest places to visit due in part to the increased security 

in public areas. Time spent in the city is really quite limited as you will be situated in the parks and game reserves throughout your 

stay with only overnight and day use rooms on the outskirts of downtown Nairobi. The accommodations chosen are all quite safe.  

 

Weather 

 

Temperatures average from the high 80s to mid 90s (average 30 Celsius) during the day but as you are close to the Equator, the sun 

feels more intense. Sunblock is recommended. During the night, it cools off to the low to mid 60s (16 Celsius). This drop occurs as  

you are at an average elevation of 4,000 ft (1200 meters), so a sweater or fleece vest is needed. On game drives, early mornings and 

late afternoons are more comfortable. During the hottest part of the day, you are at camp for lunch and a mid-day break (unless we are 

on an all-day drive).   

 

 

                                               

https://account.ecitizen.go.ke/register
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What to bring  

 

Pack light !  

 
Usually, airlines permit 50 pounds per checked bag and rules do change, so please check with your carrier on their requirements. 

The flights from Samburu to the Mara and then back to Nairobi are on a smaller plane. Air Kenya does have a strict limit of 15kilos 

(33 pounds) per person. There is a stiff charge for anything over that and excess baggage on Air Kenya is then considered “stand by”.   

We do purchase an extra seat as a group on these flights in advance. This allows added weight for our gear. I will get you more 

information on that as time approaches. Flying on these flights is easy, efficient, and it beats driving which usually takes a full day.    

 

On the days we fly from Samburu to the Mara and the Mara to Nairobi, we manage baggage transit up in such a way that the guides 

will leave us the previous afternoon and drive our bags to the next destination where we meet. This will be discussed later on. 

Logistically, it works well and it reduces the issue of baggage weight on these domestic flights.   

 

For the entire safari, I would recommend bringing the following:   

Pack a small collapsible satchel bag in order to carry clothing and toiletries on days that our guides transport our larger bags from 

camp to camp. This can be stored in your checked luggage when traveling to and from Kenya.   

3 to 4 pair of long … but light .. pants 

3 or 4 long sleeve shirts (to protect against the sun)  

On past safaris, women wore “Macabi” skirts. They appeared to look quite comfortable.   

3 to 4 “T” shirts / 1 or 2 pair of shorts .. for use in the tent 

Sweatpants while lounging in the tents at night   

Undergarments for 4 or 5 days (Remember, you can do laundry. Camps provide same day service),    

A brimmed hat (i.e., a Tilley Hat) for protection from the sun.  

A fleece vest or light jacket for the morning drive and evenings .. light gloves and a wool cap.  

Remember, you are at an elevation of 4,000 feet (1200 meters) or so. Mornings and evenings do tend to cool down a bit.   

Camera / video gear … There is no need for a tripod; but feel free to bring one if you want to photograph at night, etc.     

One or two Empty bean bags (Kibo Slopes Safaris will provide the beans for supporting cameras and lenses !!)  

Protein or granola bars, or trail mix to snack on while in the vehicle on game drives.  

Gatorade or Crystal Light type of powder packets to mix with your bottled water.    

Your medications, if you take any, plus malaria meds  / Ciproflaxin / Pepto Bismol or Immodium 

Toiletries and Sun block  

Electrical converters and adapters for charging batteries or powering your electrical devices (voltage is 240V) 

A number of the items above will be discussed as we get closer to our departure. 

 

 If at all possible, limit yourself to … 1 checked bag .. 1 carry on .. and .. a purse OR a small camera OR laptop bag.  

Also, check with the airline regarding maximum size and weight allowances for both checked and carry-on bags!!     
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Medical issues 

 

You will do nothing overly strenuous throughout the trip, but you should be in fair shape and be sure that you have enough of all of 

your prescription medication for two weeks, if you use any. Make sure you always carry your prescription meds with you.   

Within three months of departure, I do strongly recommend that you get your vaccinations for East Africa.  

Your local doctors who specialize in travel medicine can help you on that.  

You will also need to take Malaria medication while you are there. Talk to your doctor about the most effective one.    

It is also recommended to bring Ciproflaxin and Pepto Bismol or Immodium to remedy any possible stomach ailments and maybe 

some Ibuprofen or aspirin as a precautionary measure. Bringing small containers of anti-bacterial lotion or wipes is also a good idea.   

 

If you become ill 

 

There are a number of services that can be offered. These services include actually being picked up from the camp and being air lifted 

to a hospital in Nairobi or driven to the local Hospital. I have yet to see this used by any tourist in my thirteen trips, but it is good to 

know that it is there if needed. The fee for the air service is included in the cost of the trip. In addition, the camps and lodges do have 

staff medics who can help you with minor maladies.      

 

Water 

 

You should only drink bottled water. Kibo will provide us with 5-gallon containers of water. It is suggested that you bring a personal 

bottle with you to refill the water throughout the day. You are provided four liters per person per day while in the field, more if 

needed. You can also purchase some at the camps where we stay. The camps also provide a small bottle for brushing teeth, etc.    

 

Facilities 

 

While in Nairobi, we stay in hotels. We arrive during the late evening and have one overnight planned there.  

Returning from safari, we will use a day room before departure. See the itinerary for the locations. They are modern, clean and safe.    

 

On safari, we will stay at permanent tented camps. Past groups really preferred tented camps as they provide a better atmosphere and 

are much smaller and quieter. Kibo Slopes has provided the links for your review. These tented camps are better than you may 

imagine. You are not “roughing it” to a great degree, but you will feel like you are in Africa. You are in the bush and may spend the 

evening listening to the roar of lion or the “laughter” of hyena. You are safe as the camps provide 24-hour security.   

  

Bathroom facilities are attached to the tent and offer running water, toilet, shower and sink. Camps are usually electrically powered 

parts of the day from 6:00 AM through 10:00 PM or so. We will arrange for either one bed or two but more than likely, sometimes  

each tent will have 2 single beds, and some may be covered by mosquito nets. The camps usually have outdoor or under canvas dining 

facilities for breakfast, lunch and dinner. This adds a bit to the experience. We can also request 24-hour power if needed.   
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The Vehicles  

 

Kibo Slopes Safaris provides stretch Toyota Landcruisers. These 4-wheel drive vehicles are tremendously powerful and stable. The 

guide sits up front and next to him is the seat where the boxed breakfasts are placed. Behind him are three rows. The seating is in 2 x 2 

x 3 configuration with an aisle down the middle. This gives each participant his/her own “row” and set of windows to observe or 

photograph from. The top opens as one large hatch (which provides shade during the day). Behind the passenger area is room for 

storage. This is where the baggage and bottled water will be placed for travel to and from the parks.     

 

Souvenirs 

 

You will be given some time to search for some interesting items to take home.  During our stop on the Equator, you will be given an 

opportunity to visit Curio shops to negotiate for various trinkets. There are also good shops at the camps where we will stay. If you 

take the time to visit a village, you can also purchase locally made products as well. You will have time to relax and shop after the 

day’s game drives for sure. So don’t worry about this issue. With Christmas being a few short months away from your safari, you’ll 

have time to find that perfect “Kenyan” gift for friends and family; or, for yourself.    

 

Meals  

 

Actually, the food there is usually quite good. You will be fed well and should not be disappointed at all with the meals. I’d stay away 

from those foods (like salads) which are cleaned in water, but you can eat anything that is cooked. We will be planning boxed 

breakfasts which include juice, coffee, Danish, Yogurt and bread, a boiled egg and a piece of ham or sausage. Boxed breakfasts can 

also be adjusted to your dietary needs. Lunch and dinner will be served at the camps. There, you can buy bottled water, soda, wine, 

beer, drinks, etc. Are you a vegetarian? No problem. Many items on the menu at the camps cater to you as well. We will advise the 

Camps of dietary needs well in advance.       
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Expectations  

 

You can expect a tremendous safari. You will encounter many species and perhaps observe some interesting behavior. On a past trip, 

one of our participants said that being on this safari was a “life altering experience”. Well, it truly is. That is why we have ventured  

to that beautiful country thirteen times.   

 

Please do not expect this trip to be managed as a “workshop”. The itinerary is really planned for wildlife photography or for  those who 

just like to observe behavior. Of course, should you have any questions regarding photography, there is time at dinner to discuss them, 

but we do not prefer to handle class sessions or formalized discussions. After being in the field all day, there really isn’t time for 

classes. Trust me, you’ll be tired.    

 

Don’t expect to see a kill. Most animals hunt at night, but you may get lucky. Consider it a treat to experience such an event. Anything 

is possible there. I have seen lions and cheetah kill during the day and leopards with kills in a tree. If it is timed right, we will make a 

number of attempts to capture a river crossing by the wildebeest. This is always a spectacular event.   

 

Anticipate the possibility of feeling under the weather for a day or two. Between flying, jet lag, location, etc., you may feel exhausted 

from traveling. The days are quick but could be long. It is fine to take a morning or afternoon off and relax. You may get tired. Then 

again, you may not. If you sit out a drive, feel free to take time to relax. Matira Camp offers great opportunities to photograph birds 

right on the property.  

 

Please understand that you are in a natural environment. Animals are not behind every bush and do not perform for tourists.  You are 

not at a local zoo. There have been some periods where it may take time to find something interesting. Then again, you can also have a 

pretty full and active day. So, take your time to explore. You never know what may happen. Our guides are expert in explaining 

animal behavior as well and are accustomed to working with photographers. There are quite a number of times that we were awarded 

with wonderful sightings just by waiting it out, even for hours if needed.   

 

You may experience a bit of frustration at times. Access to the animals may be difficult as both Samburu and the Mara do not permit 

“off- road” driving ***. In fact, I am not familiar with many places that do allow this. The parks are large, and animals are not always 

close to the road and sometimes, we may come across a sighting with many other vehicles. However, after 13 trips to Kenya, I have 

ALWAYS had luck in seeing animals quite close .. Quite close! So, persistence and patience are key attributes for us all to have 

during our journey.  

 

*** We will be discussing the “off-road” situation as we get closer to departure.  
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In closing 

 

There may be other items that we will need to cover between now and then, but in the meanwhile, take a look at the itinerary and feel 

welcome to give me your thoughts. There is enough information to give you a real taste for your safari.    

 

At this point, we are looking to conduct a safari for a total of 12 individuals. I’ve made multiple trips to these parks and will gladly 

share my thoughts if needed so that you can return home with the best possible images or video.     

 

One of the value-added aspects of the trip is that we permit a maximum of only 3 participants per vehicle. This provides room  

for everyone. With this in mind, if we do not have multiples of three participants per vehicle, we charge an additional $100.00 p/p  

to reserve an extra vehicle instead of “stuffing” a fourth person into one or two of the others. It is well worth the cost and assures  

that each person has ample room. We will also recommend paying for an extra weight allowance on the domestic flights. So please be 

aware of these other, but nominal, fees.   

 
If you have any questions, please email me; jjkmmarino@aol.com. I’ll be more than happy to help you review flight arrangements 

and preparations. Regarding our outfitter, Kibo Slopes Safaris; your contact is Toni Tschank, and his email is: toni@kiboslopes.com. 

Feel free to email him in case you have any questions about his company or this itinerary.   

Just tell him that you are interested in participating in the:  KIBO SLOPES SAFARIS / 2022 WILDLIFE PHOTO SAFARI                           

                                                     

Kibo Slopes allows payment via Paypal or by direct wire. You will also be provided with banking information on Kibo Slopes. 

Remember too, that there are fees for conducting these payments either via PayPal or by bank transfer.      

 

As members of our past groups already know, you will be receiving quite a number of emails from me over the course of the year 

leading up to departure. These emails will provide you with the information you will need and help in guiding you through the  

process of arranging most, if not all, of the preparations of your trip. By departure time, you will feel prepared and ready to go.    

 

As a final thought, this safari isn’t the cheapest one out there, but offers much more value than similar types of programs. Feel free to 

look it up. The safaris we put together are geared toward placing you where you belong … in the field. If we ever get the chance to 

talk sometime, remind me to tell you about a buddy of mine who went on a safari to the same area during the same period that I did. 

We used different Outfitters. There were night and day differences between what he saw and what we experienced.    

 

So, please take some time to review all of this information and keep in touch.  We look forward to hearing from you.  

 

All the best, 

Joe Marino 

 

                                  

mailto:jjkmmarino@aol.com
mailto:toni@kiboslopes.com
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Just some final thoughts (Rules we try to live by while on safari ..)  

1.. Be courteous and respectful of everyone’s time … We will set up guidelines as to when to be ready for daily activities.  

2 .. Please be patient .. especially when  diehard photographers are in your vehicle. Some may try to wait out an activity. 

3 .. Silence is golden !! Please talk in soft tones and do not make a lot of noise or sudden movements around your sightings.  

4 .. Please respect the wildlife. Our guides know how to approach and do their best to position you for the best imagery / viewing.  

5 .. Don’t be hesitant to sit out a drive if you want. There are plenty of drives planned and we will have multiple days in each area. 

6 .. Try to limit movement while shooting. Some images are tightly composed, and the slightest movement may recompose the image. 

7 .. Be careful when photographing people. Always ask first. Please respect their culture.    

8 .. Bring enough XQD, CF or SD cards for storage plus a second storage device, laptop, etc., for back up if needed. 

9 .. Don’t forget to have some fun. You have embarked on the experience of a lifetime. Enjoy it.  

10. Please be kind to one another. We are strangers thrown together by a common interest and that interest may vary.    

 

Companies & Parks                                    Websites: 

 
Kibo Slopes Safaris …                           http://kiboslopessafaris.com/ 

 

Samburu …                                              http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samburu_National_Reserve 

 

Maasai Mara …                                       http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maasai_Mara 

 

Fairview Hotel                                       https://clhg.com/hotels/901/Fairview-Hotel-Nairobi 

 

Larsens Camp …                                   https://wildernesslodges.co.ke/larsens/ 

 

Matira Camp …                                     http://matirasafari.com/?lang=en            

 

Air Kenya      …                                      http://www.airkenya.com/ 

 

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines …                http://www.klm.com/                                    

 

British Airways …                                  http://www.britishairways.com 

 

Lufthansa  …                                          https://www.lufthansa.com/us/en/homepage 

Ole Sereni Hotel   …                              https://www.ole-sereni.com/ 

http://kiboslopessafaris.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samburu_National_Reserve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maasai_Mara
https://clhg.com/hotels/901/Fairview-Hotel-Nairobi
http://www.klm.com/
http://www.britishairways.com/
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                                                                                       Notes & Questions:  
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Full Itinerary / Kibo Slopes Safaris 2022 Wildlife Photo Safari 
Aug 25 .. Departure USA 
Aug 26 .. Evening arrival Nairobi Jomo Kenyatta Intl Airport / Pick up & Transfer..BB Fairview Hotel 
Aug 27 .. Travel Day .. 7:00 AM Pick up / Drive to Samburu / lunch / PM Game Drive / Larsens Camp 
Aug 28 .. AM/PM Game Drives / (box breakfast for AM drive) / Larsens Camp 
Aug 29 .. AM/PM Game Drives / (box breakfast for AM drive) / Larsens Camp 
Aug 30 .. AM Game Drive (box breakfast) / PM Guides depart for Mara / PM Game Drive* / Larsens Camp 
Aug 31 .. Travel Day .. AM Game Drive & Transfer to Airstrip* / AM Flight** to the Maasai Mara / pick up /  
                transfer to camp / lunch / PM Game drive /           Matira Camp 
Sep 01 .. AM/PM Game Drives / (box breakfast AM drive) / Matira Camp 
Sep 02 .. AM/PM Game Drives / (box breakfast AM drive) / Matira Camp 
Sep 03 .. AM/PM Game Drives / (box breakfast AM drive) / Matira Camp 
Sep 04 .. AM/PM Game Drives / (box breakfast AM drive) / Matira Camp … Optional AM hot air balloon flight 
Sep 05 .. AM/PM Game Drives / (box breakfast AM drive) / Matira Camp … Optional PM Maasai Village visit 
Sep 06 .. AM Game Drive (box breakfast) / PM Guides depart with luggage / PM Game Drive* / Matira Camp 
Sep 07 .. Travel Day .. AM Game Drive* boxed breakfast & transfer to Airstrip / Mid-day Flight** to 
               Wilson Airport, Nairobi / Pick up / Transfer to Ole Sereni Hotel day use / Transfer to Airport 
              for evening departure from Nairobi Jomo Kenyatta International Airport 
Sep 08...PM Arrival  
 

*     These AM / PM Game Drives and transfers to be conducted by Local Guides and are included in trip cost  

**   Drive / Flight departure times TBA 

Travel Day .. Local travel en-route from Nairobi to Samburu; Samburu to the Mara, or the Mara to Nairobi.  

 

Quotation: ….    

Per person based upon double occupancy …   $  9,450 *** 

Single Supplement                                        …   $  1,300  

***Quote based on a minimum of 9 to maximum of 12 participants ..  

# Vehicle surcharge ..  $100.00 per person. For extra vehicle in case we do not achieve multiples of 3 per vehicle. 

# Extra Weight Allowance on Domestic flights .. $100.00 per person 

Special Permit (to be discussed at length) … $300.00 per person    

 

Includes: 

Pick up and transfer to and from Nairobi Airport upon arrival and departure.  Full board all accommodations while on safari. 

Overnight Nairobi at Fairview Hotel .. BB (BB = bed breakfast) 

All Game Drives and Park fees, Vehicle, Extended Lancruiser ( 3 participants per vehicle) with driver/guides,   

Air Ambulance, Beans for beans bags plus 4 Liters per person / per day bottled drinking water while on the game drives,  

Kenyan Domestic Flights .. Samburu to Mara, and Mara to Nairobi, Wilson Airport .. including airport and airstrip transfers,  

Day room at the Ole Serini Hotel on the final day,  

 

Not included:  

International Air from the USA or Europe to/from Nairobi 

Dinner upon arrival .. or on departure day 

Tips for guides / Camp staff, etc.  

Optional items: Hot Air Balloon Trip, Approximately $525.00 p/p and visit to a Samburu or Maasai village, Approx $35.00 p/p  

Drinks in hotels and lodges / Telephone / Laundry / tips 

Vehicle surcharge ($100 p/p) if group not divisible by 3 / Baggage surcharge ($100 p/p) for domestic flights / “Permit” $300 p/p  
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Payment terms; 
 

All deposits and payments made, per the agreed schedule, must be wired (or via PayPal) directly to Kibo Slopes Safaris.  

We will provide Kibo’s banking information as we get close to the period when you are ready to forward the deposit. 

Prior to sending your deposit, please consider purchasing trip insurance to protect your investment. 

 

Deposit …                     Upon booking …         $  per person …  $ 1,000.00                                       

Half payment ..                                                   $  per person …  $ 4,225.00                  Due by:        Apr 20, 2022  

Final payment ..                                                  $  per person …  $ 4,225.00                  Due by:        Jun 20, 2022 

  

Single Supplement ..                                           $ 1,200.00 per single room                    Due:             Jun 20, 2022 

 

 

 

 

Refund Schedule: (All times/dates, based upon local time in Kenya) 

Deposit refundable through March 15, 2022                        Refunds based .. Minus wire fees on all refunds.  

Deposit Non-Refundable effective March 16, 2022              $ 1,000.00 per person  

Mar 17 through Apr 20, 2022  …                                           $ 1,000.00 Deposit and $ 2,500 per person  

Apr 21 through Jun 20, 2022   …                                           $ 1,000.00 Deposit and $ 5,000 per person  

Effective Jun 21, 2022 …                                                        No Refunds possible    

 

Payment timing and refund rules are strictly adhered to.  
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Further Payment and Refund Information  

 

 
You can expect to be charged an additional fee of approximately 3.5% per payment when submitting payments  

via PayPal. There may also be a slight surcharge when wiring payment directly to Kibo Slopes Safaris.    

 

Unfortunately, we cannot provide a refund for deposits made after March 15, 2022.  

In addition, as per the above schedule, only partial refunds can be made as of March 17, 2022 through June 20, 2022.  

No refunds can be offered for cancellations made as of June 21, 2022.   

Again, it would be a good idea to purchase trip insurance prior to making your deposit.  

Kibo Slopes is responsible for finalizing payment for the number of participants 65 days prior to departure.  

 

The camps and lodges where we will stay have limited accommodations. As we are going to the Mara during the high season  

due to the migration, we must act quickly to confirm attendance. Camps adhere to strict guidelines on refunds as it becomes  

difficult for them to fill unused tents at the last moment.    

It is hoped that you can understand the reasoning behind the refund issue as we have no authority to change that policy.  

 

In closing, the itinerary is confirmed. We do not anticipate making any changes at this time. However, if there are any issues  

with the camps, etc., we may have to make an adjustment to the location at the last minute. Kibo Slopes will do everything  

in its power to avoid this but if it does, we will be sure to keep you fully informed.   

 

 

Other potential fees that you need to consider 

 
2022 Increase in Park Fees (A nominal amount if fees are increased at all)                              TBA 

Vehicle Surcharge .. (In the event that we do not achieve participation in multiples of 3) …  $100 per person 

Extra Baggage weight .. (For Domestic flights Samburu to Mara and Mara to Nairobi) …    $100 per person 

ORP … (What is “ORP”? … A value-added addition to the trip that cannot be posted 

                                                   or advertised, but will definitely be discussed in advance) …   $300 per person 

 
The above fees will be reviewed fully as we prepare for safari. Payments, if applicable, are due on June 20, 2022. 
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                                                                Notes and Questions:   
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Enjoying a 65-year business, Roberts Camera has grown from a small appliance distributor to become one of 

the premier camera and electronics business in the United States. Roberts Camera started and remained as a 

family owned and operated business located in Indianapolis, Indiana. Not only selling all brands of new, US 

Warranted photo and video gear and accessories, Roberts Camera buys, sells and trades used photographic gear 

via its division called Used Photo Pro. 

Roberts Camera and Used Photo Pro has partnered with Kibo Slopes Safaris by marketing our itinerary to its 

global customer base.  

Further to that, the team at Roberts Camera is offering all of Kibo Slopes Safaris customers around the world 

(as they do ship International) a discount off of the used (only) gear that you may need.    

For all Kibo Slopes Safaris customers looking for clean and operational used gear, you can either call Used 

Photo Pro or go online to order the equipment that you are looking for. Just indicate that you are a Kibo Slopes 

Safaris customer and that you are taking the Wildlife Photo Safari in September. To qualify for the discount, 

you should give them the code “KIBOVIP”.   

I have personally done business with the team at Roberts Camera for at least ten years and find them to be 

honest, reputable, knowledgeable, competitive and patient. I am confident that you will experience the same 

level of professionalism that I have always enjoyed.  

To view their site, you can go to: https://robertscamera.com/ or https://usedphotopro.com/  

                                       

 

 

 

         

 

https://robertscamera.com/
https://usedphotopro.com/
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                                                                       Notes and Questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       


